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TEN Kingston Associates: heated 
 

SOUTH END BOSTON, MA (June 15, 2017) – TEN: Kingston Associates presents a politically 
charged exhibition titled heated in which the artists address concerns about the present 
climate, both the heated post-election social environment in the US and the changing climate 
on our planet. This fiery exhibition is on view in the Main, Center, and Members’ Galleries 
August 2-27, 2017 with an opening reception on Friday, August 4, 5:30-7:30 pm and a closing 
reception on August 27, 12:00-3:00 pm. Photography, sculpture, painting, printmaking, and 
mixed-media are brought together in this intense collective display. 
  
heated entwines the passion and energy of incandescent color and the sizzling friction between 
known realities and political fictions. High temperature hues suggests landscapes being 
devoured by intense heat, laying bare fears of changing climate. Like a cacophony of vibrant 
exchange, the convergence of media builds intensity through juxtaposition of form and 
material realities. heated presents work by artists Jamie Bowman, Tatiana Flis, Jane Lincoln, Nat 
Martin, Laurel McMechan, Rachel Mello, On-Kyeong Seong, Rachel Sevanich, Rachel Thern, and 
Anne Sargent Walker. 
  
Kingston Gallery Associate Members extend the breadth of the gallery community through 
meaningful engagement and allows the exhibition season to include an even wider range of 
high-quality contemporary art. TEN: Kingston Associates are a group of ten artists who meet 
regularly throughout the year and participate in many Kingston gallery activities. The accolades 
of current Associates include Anne Sargent Walker’s Berkshire Taconic Foundation Artist's 
Resource Trust grant, Rachel Mello’s Somerville Arts Council Fellowship Grant, and Jamie 
Bowman’s residencies at the Vermont Studio Center and the Alfred and Trafford Klots 
International Program. Members of TEN: Kingston Associates exhibit their work widely 
throughout New England and the US. 



  
An artist-run gallery incorporated in 1982, Kingston Gallery exhibits work of Boston-area 
contemporary artists. Gallery Artists specialize in a diverse range of media, including painting, 
photography, sculpture, and installation. Kingston Gallery exhibitions are widely viewed and 
receive regular attention in both print and online publications including Art in America, Art New 
England, ArtScope, The Boston Globe, and Big Red & Shiny. Gallery hours are Wednesday–
Sunday 12–5 pm and by appointment. 
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